Adverse possession and criminal liability by Dixon, Martin




As it stands at the time of writing, Clause 145 of the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Bill will make trespassing in a residential building a criminal offence.​[1]​ The Bill – as at 25 April 2012 – is at the “ping pong” stage of Parliament’s consideration as it goes back and forth between Lords and Commons before the final text is agreed. Next is Royal Assent and it is now certain that this new offence will come to pass given that the final attempt in the Lords to remove it from the Bill or to modify it was defeated on 29 March 2012.









Emma Slessenger: 25 March 1958 - 28 February 2012

Emma was an outstanding property lawyer, with an encyclopaedic grasp of the sometimes arcane rules of land law, coupled with a rare gift for explaining things both simply and practically. After graduating from Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford, in 1980, she undertook articles at Collyer-Bristow and acted as Assistant Parliamentary Counsel from 1985 to 1986. Her legal career as a solicitor began with Turner Kenneth Brown, followed by her roles as professional support lawyer with Titmuss Sainer Webb (now Dechert) and, for the last seven years, at Allen & Overy. As one of the pioneers of the PSL role, Emma blazed a trail for others to follow. She certainly set high standards. Having first seen her in action explaining to a group of PSLs (which I had only recently joined) the drawbacks of a particular section of the then embryonic Land Registration Bill, I was struck by Emma's depth of knowledge and incisive approach and her refusal to be thrown off course by other people's less reasoned views.

One of Emma's most admirable traits was her confidence to challenge accepted views and not to be overawed by authority. Whether in her work with the Law Society, as part of the Conveyancing and Land Law Committee, with the Law Commission (on easements), or with partners at her firms, insisting that precedents and practice were no more complex than was necessary, she adopted the same principles--that things must be legally robust, logically justified and elegantly expressed.

A self-contained and modest woman, Emma rarely talked of her many achievements outside the property world. We shared a love of Radio 4, but it was a total surprise to me, one Sunday morning, when listening to “Brain of Britain”, to find the next contestant to be introduced as Emma Slessenger. Typically, she had not said a word to anyone, either at work or amongst her wider professional colleagues. I half expected it to be her namesake, but as soon as she started to answer the questions in her distinctive, crisp tones, I knew that it was Emma. This should not have surprised me, for she had wide general knowledge, loved literature and history and enjoyed foreign travel. Even a walk in her company around Kew Gardens offered opportunities to share her interest in plants and architecture. I was delighted to follow her progress all the way to the final of the competition, where she came a close second. I also wish that, as a fellow Archers fan, I had the chance to quiz Emma about her involvement as script consultant for episodes in which some of the characters were involved in a property law dispute.

What I also did not realise, until after her death, was that she applied her writing and teaching skills to play scripts. I knew that she had been involved in setting quiz questions for the in-house competitions at Dechert, but I had not realised that she also set some of her training lectures in “playlet form”, with willing victims press-ganged into playing the characters of “guarantor”, “first assignee”, etc. She was genuinely keen to ensure that new property lawyers learned their craft and perhaps, it should be no surprise to discover that she used her natural sense of humour and irony to find memorable ways to teach important points.
As a legal author, Emma contributed to many respected publications. She wrote for many years for the Conveyancer, where she became Precedents Editor in 2004. She was one of the Editorial Board for the Law Society Conveyancing Handbook and contributed several pithy pieces to the Estates Gazette. Countless practitioners look to the Landlord and Tenant Factbook as their first port of call for a reference work on leasehold law which Emma co-edited from the early 1990s, encouraging the style of plain writing that makes it a joy to use.












^1	  The clause title is “Offence of squatting in a residential building”, which reveals the motive behind the new offence, although, of course, the new offence will catch all trespassers whether they intended to squat in the colloquial sense or not.
^2	  Currently £5000.
^3	  Letter to the Guardian, 25 September 2011: http://www.guardian.co.uk/society/2011/sep/25/squatting-law-media-politicians
^4	  Neither could I find any recognition that this might be a problem
^5	  [2004] 2 AC 519
^6	  Adverse possessors have a “title” from the first moment of their possession, albeit one that is easily defeated. Perhaps the drafters of the Act meant this andf their graps of property law theory is to be prasied. Or perhaps they had no clue.
^7	  L. & T. Review 2012, 16(2), 41-42.
